Groundswell Arts
is an arts education
Working closely with
organisation providing
educators, parents,
multi-disciplinary
children and communities,
projects in early
we devise creative
years, primary and
projects that support high
community settings.
levels of community
engagement and
inclusion.

Our projects encourage
learning and exploration,
play and sharing whilst
supporting children’s
wellbeing, language,
Our initiatives are
communication and
designed to reduce
transitions.
educational disadvantage,
developing teachers’
confidence to embed
creativity and the arts into
the curriculum.

Creative
Learning
We encourage and facilitate
innovative environments
where creativity, thinking,
questioning, and the skills
and ideas of teachers,
children and carers can
flourish.

Inclusion
We value all participants’
voices and create spaces
for people to tell their
own stories in their own
way.We strive to consider
all participants’ needs and
learning styles within our
practice.

Our Values
Wellbeing
We nurture and
empower children’s
and families’ wellbeing
and resilience through
the arts.We celebrate
individual identity,
promoting a sense of
belonging to all.

Community
We create stronger,
happier, healthier
and more connected
communities through
the power of shared
intergenerational
creative experiences
and learning.

SING OUR STORY

Sing Our Story is a personalised song writing
programme that supports children’s early
musical development along with increasing
their confidence and emotional wellbeing.
Outcomes include supporting key skills like
language development, building teachers’
knowledge and approach to inclusive music
making, and creating stronger relationships
between schools and parents.

“If I had had a song like that when I was
young, it could have changed my whole life! ”
Grandparent

FORGOTTEN STORIES
Forgotten Stories is a theatrically led
interactive experience for KS1& 2 children.
Designed to capture children’s imaginations,
the project encourages a sense of
exploration, research and deduction that
inspires children’s creative and persuasive
writing.

“ The assemblies, the workshops, the object
handling sessions, they were all fabulous- the
story had the kids hooked from the start!”
Teacher

STORY LAB
Story Lab focuses on digital literacy and
storytelling, using animation and green
screen apps to bring learning alive.
The programme provides early years’ and
primary stages educators with the tools to
integrate filmmaking into a wide variety of
curriculum subject lessons.

“Story Lab provided me with the knowledge,
confidence and skill to deliver exciting lessons
using IT and creativity. Parental engagement was
extraordinarily improved through this process
also – brilliant! “ Teacher

LIGHT BOX
Lightbox is an interactive STEAM project that
invites children into an illuminated space and
encourages them to explore the use of light,
dark, reflection, shadow and colours.
The project brings children the opportunity to
invent and experiment using an assortment of
torches, projections, shadow screens, glow
paint, UV and interactive lighting.

“The children were totally immersed in exploring
the materials on offer. I particularly noticed the
way that it supported children with language
needs and how relaxed they became!” Teacher

COMMUNICATION POD
The Communication Pod uses natural
resources and interactive technology, built into
a child friendly environment that
encourages play, exploration and storytelling.
The project supports children in the early
years, particularly through the development of
speech and language. Through engagement
of all of their senses the pod inspires different
forms of writing and artistic expression.

“The Pod really captured my son’s imagination.
He spoke about it a lot at home, talking about
the starfish and crystals and then asked to go to
a museum to see more!” Parent

In addition to the projects
outlined, we also design
and create bespoke
projects tailored to
communities and
children’s specific
needs with dance,
puppetry, science,
music, literature
and more...
Invention Lab and We
Are Here are examples
of other Groundswell
Arts projects

INVENTION LAB

WE ARE HERE

Invention Lab is a creative STEAM project
that supports home learning. Activities in
the project encourage curiosity, playfulness,
teamwork, patience and resilience.

We Are Here is a series of family creative
events, pop-ups and workshops that have
been curated to support our local community
in Haringey N15 during the pandemic.

The project uses every day recycled materials
and household objects to look at a variety
of scientific processes, including cause and
effect, friction, gravity, weight and mass.

Events have been designed to offer creativity
for young children and families, reduce social
isolation and encourage connection in times
where social distancing has been in place in
2020.

“This was a brilliant activity that all my children
could take part in together at home, even the
teenager got involved, thank you!” Parent

“The perfect occasion to step out of our houses
and add some colours to our walls and our
street... A reminder that people really need to be
part of something and not just stay behind closed
doors.” A local resident

CPD and
Training
We regularly deliver
training for early
years and primary
educators from schools,
nurseries and via local
authorities. Our CPD
offer supports with
the EYFS and primary
curriculum and focuses
on a wide range of
cross-curricular and
inclusive approaches.
In addition to our
courses we also offer
free training resources
for schools and families
which you can access
via our website.

Sing Our Story
Personalised Music Making
This training shares the pedagogical
approach explored in our Sing
Our Story project. We work with
educators to explore the benefits
of simple songwriting in supporting
children’s wellbeing and sense of
inclusion.
The training will give opportunities
for practitioners to create their
own music for children. Through
personalised musical approaches, it
will explore how they can support
children’s own compositions and
song creation within their settings,
and SEN learners with transitions or
behaviours that are challenging.

Music Making
(Early Years)
A practical hands-on music making
training led by Angeline Conaghan
of Groundswell Arts that boosts
practitioners’ confidence with
developing music making in the
early years’ setting or school.
This training will increase
practitioners’ repertoire of songs,
explore ways of incorporating
instruments into their sessions and
offer ways to extend and encourage
musical free-play. Participants
will discover the many areas of
learning that music supports and
feel confident to develop their own
unique music projects within their
setting.

Story Lab
(Early Years and
Primary)
Using simple IPad apps Groundswell
Arts work in early years’ and
primary settings with children as
young as 2 to create films, using
animation and green screen
technology.
This training linked to our Story Lab
programme will give practitioners
the opportunity to learn filmmaking
techniques and to consider how to
support children’s digital literacy, in
a way that is still multi-sensory and
hands-on.

Light Box
(Early Years and Key
stage 1)

The Communication Pod
(Early Years and
Primary)
The Communication Pod is a unique
multi-sensory installation. It uses
natural resources and interactive
technology built into a child friendly
environment, which encourages
play, exploration and storytelling.
This unique training enables
practitioners to spend time within
the pod and learn about how to
inspire their own communicationfriendly environments and
approaches within their settings,
exploring how to work more with
objects to inspire storytelling.

The Light Box training gives
practitioners the opportunity to
experiment and play using a range
of materials. Exploring the playful
possibilities for learning, drawing,
writing and building with light.
With this training, practitioners will
learn how they can use light boxes,
projectors, torches, shadow screens,
glow paint UV and interactive
lighting to invent and experiment,
and take lots of ideas for resourcing
light play back to their setting.

Puppetry and
Immersive Storytelling
Working in partnership with
Tigerboat Theatre and the
puppeteer Tratincica Tinka Slavicek,
we work with early years’ and
primary practitioners to explore
how puppetry and immersive
storytelling can engage young
learners.
In this training, practitioners will
have the opportunity to create
design, and make their own
puppets and magical immersive
worlds which will bring stories
to life - encouraging children’s
participation, speech and language
skills.

Invention Lab
(Early Years and
Primary)
Taking its inspiration from Rube
Goldberg’s machines, this training
enables practitioners to transform,
create and invent cause and effect
machines, experiment with loose
parts, old toys and junk, cogs,
pulleys and other items.
With this training, practitioners will
explore and test out ideas that can
be taken back to inspire a future
generation of inventors in their
setting, and to show how they can
create lots of fun things to do with
what they have around them.

“Youth Music have supported
Groundswell Arts for the past five
years. As a funder, we have always
been impressed by the quality of their
work, which is highly inclusive and
community-led. Groundswell have an
excellent track-record in supporting the
wellbeing of young children and families
who face significant barriers, through
their innovative programmes of creative
learning.”
Youth Music
“This [Sing Our Story] is furthering
children’s strong sense of belonging,
celebrating the uniqueness of each
child, and contributing to their
developing self-confidence and selfawareness. As a result, children are
highly successful learners, able to
work independently or with others
successfully.”
OFSTED

“Groundswell Arts have worked closely with
the Early Years team to develop projects and
training to support practitioners to develop
creative ways to support the development of
speech and language skills with children.
They have innovative and exciting ideas
which enables teachers and practitioners
to expand their knowledge and skills when
working with young people and children.”
Nick Hewlett
Principal adviser for Early Years
Haringey Council

Further
Information
Prices
Pop-up one day
project experiences
start at £500
One week projects
start at £1800
Full school projects
or longer residentials
start at £3000
Teacher CPD starts at
£350 for half day and
£500 for a full day
Multiple year or class
bookings can reduce costs

For more information
and to book
All of our
programmes
can be delivered
with a CPD offer

Visit our website on
https://groundswellarts.com
Contact us on
info@groundswellarts.com

All of our creative
practitioners have
Enhanced DBS
check. You can find
Groundswell Arts
Safeguarding Policy
on our website.

You can contact
us for bespoke
cultural
commissions

Groundswell Arts
is a not-for-profit
organisation and is often
in receipt of funding
that can subsidise costs,
please contact us for
more information.

Groundswell Arts is supported by:

“To realise our true creative potential - in our
organisations, in our schools and in our communities
- we need to think differently about ourselves and
towards each other. We must learn to be creative.”
Ken Robinson

